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Five separate leases signed for corporate park in Freehold
Sheldon Gross Realty manages multiple deals at 165,000-square-foot location

FREEHOLD, NJ (August 29, 2018) — Multiple leases have been signed recently for spaces within
the 165,000-square-foot Fairfield Corporate Park at 920-922 Route 33 in Freehold. Each of these
transactions was managed by Sheldon Gross Realty’s Glenn Jaffe, Jonathan Glick, and Matthew
Leonelli.
The five companies that signed new leases at the Freehold location are Declarations Inc. (7,425
square feet); 1-800 Junk (3,600 square feet); Utiliquest LLC (3,600 square feet); Garcia Sequeira
LLC (3,209 square feet); and Stylecare Salon Services LLC (3,209 square feet).
“Since being hired as exclusive marketing agents for these buildings, we’ve been extremely active,”
Jaffe explains. “These five new leases clearly indicate how Fairfield Corporate Park and Sheldon
Gross Realty provide a valuable service to the business community. There’s tremendous
enthusiasm and excitement about this locale as a place to conduct business.”
Conveniently located near the Freehold-Howell border in central Monmouth County, Fairfield
Corporate Park is just 10 minutes from Route 9 and Route 18, and only a short drive from Route 34
and the New Jersey Turnpike.

Pictured here is Fairfield Corporate Park, in Freehold.
About Sheldon Gross Realty
Based in New Jersey and also licensed in New York State, Sheldon Gross Realty, Inc. offers clients a broad
array of specialized services, including office, industrial and retail brokerage; tenant representation; property
and asset management; office relocation; and consulting. Founded in 1962, the firm is known for its longterm client relationships, high percentage of repeat business, and a stellar, 95 percent success rate in
leasing/selling the property assignment it undertakes. Featuring an exceptional team of professionals
renowned for outstanding customer service and committed to unparalleled market research, Sheldon Gross
Realty addresses its clients’ corporate real estate needs on a local, regional, and national scale.
Additional information is available online, at www.sheldongrossrealty.com. A free consultation is available by
calling 862.930-5714.
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